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NEWS Release
Parsifal Reveals a Pilot for New Technology: ReloSnap™
Palm Bay, FL, (September 6, 2018) – Parsifal Corporation, the leading industry Household Goods
Relocation procurement and audit firm, is seeing excellent results to date involving a recent pilot
program for a new innovative technology called ReloSnap™.
The challenge addressed involves invoice approval and verification delays that are a common problem in
the household goods relocation industry where correcting billing issues after the fact can be complex,
time-consuming and costly. As a result of problems that arise, supplier payments can be held up for
weeks or longer. Parsifal’s first mobile app - ReloSnap™ - simplifies the invoicing process, validating
various charges, including weight or volume, in real-time, shifting our expert audit process upstream.
Among other advantages, this allows the supplier to have charges verified, audited and approved while
the move is in progress. This creates an expedited process because charges are audited real time.
ReloSnap™ and Parsifal’s stamp of weight/volume validation provides clients with the most effective
audit available to reduce cost exposures with regards to their transferee’s shipment charges.
Mark Olsen, Parsifal President and CEO describes the benefits explaining that, “The service provider’s
payment is approved faster, simplifying accounting logs and fee settlement for all parties. The service
provider then spends significantly less time working on audit questions. The result is a more accurate
and timely-paid invoice. The supplier can be assured of accurate weights and associated income.”
The innovative technology allows a domestic driver or international forwarder to use the ReloSnap™
App on any Android or Apple iOS device to take a series of pictures of the moving truck or container.
After loading, the driver uploads all the pictures, inventory pages and any weight tickets via ReloSnap™.
The documentation is reviewed within 24 hours (weekdays) or many times within the hour, by our
expert audit team. Failed validations trigger an immediate request for additional documentation and/or
reweigh/remeasure of the goods at destination. Any adjustment with ReloSnap™ is then made prior to
billing and revenue distribution.
Over the past several months the ReloSnap pilot program has provided impressive results to date such
as, reduced audit time on nearly every shipment to under a week (many within a day or two); approval
of 94% of completed job submissions just after loading; and 100% approval of completed job
submissions once all requested documentation/photos have been provided. Mr. Olsen summarizes
stating that, “This cutting edge technology offers the promise to offer clients greater accuracy, fewer
concerns and faster processing time.”

Parsifal is the world's leading firm providing relocation auditing services and procurement technology, touching
moves in over 120 countries around the globe. Our services and products are in constant worldwide operation
with corporations, carriers and move managers in Africa, the Americas, Asia, Australia and Europe. Parsifal
Corporation assists our clients to obtain best in class household goods pricing and quality of service. And, we offer
to protect that pricing and quality with expert global auditing.
Mission: At Parsifal Corporation we are dedicated to our passion and craft, focused on ensuring outstanding
accuracy and sound fairness through quality-driven and innovative technology to all our clients, partners and
stakeholders in the global relocation experience.
To find out how our expert services and relocation procurement technologies can assist your company, please visit
us at www.parsifalcorp.com for more information.
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